Stepwise molecular evolution of bacterial photosynthetic energy conversion.
The concept of continuity in molecular evolution implies a stepwise formation of metabolic systems and processes. In this manner, chemical and biological evolution have given rise, step by step, to such complicated systems as the photosynthetic apparatus and thus, such elaborate processes as photosynthesis in the living cell. Among currently living organisms, the bacteria contain a much less complex photosynthetic system than the algae and higher plants, which uniquely are capable fo splitting H2O. But also the bacterial system is a very highly evolved and sophisticated, membrane-bound apparatus for the transformation of light energy to other biologically useful energy forms. The study of its molecular evolution is here undertaken by the method of attempting to break down the system into its main components and functions in order to elucidate how they had originated and evolved, and how, by divergent and convergent evolutionary steps, the stage was set for the arrival of bacterial photophosphorylation.